SERVICE OVERVIEW

OPENTEXT SMART MIGRATION FASTRAK

OpenText Smart
Migration FasTrak
Your FasTrak to savings

Organizations often struggle with the technological
challenges of handling a complex array of corporate and
departmental data sources, including relational databases,
content repositories, email stores, and file servers.

BENEFITS
•

Increase the value of your data
through enhanced search capabilities,
record management policies,
compliance practices, and
archive programs

OpenText Smart Migration FasTrak service allows organizations to not only analyze,
retrieve, and move the content from a source to a target, but to significantly enrich the
content using OpenText contextual analytics, text mining, and semantic technology.

•

Realize your return on
investment through a best
practice implementation

Smart Migration FasTrak provides new inferred knowledge to increase the value of
your data—including enhanced search capabilities, record management policies,
compliance practices, and archive programs in an OpenText solution. Smart Migration
FasTrak includes:

•

Accelerate time to value with the
premier services organization for
successfully implementing
OpenText solutions

•

Discovering, analyzing, and validating data quality

•

Preparing content for migration

•

Enriching the metadata by mining the details about the content

•

Transforming the data

•

Mapping the metadata to the target descriptors

•

Executing the migration and decommissioning the legacy system

Smart Migration FasTrak service is the most efficient path to realizing your return on
investment (ROI) through our best practices approach to implement a pre-defined
solution. Having migrated and decommissioned hundreds of applications, OpenText
Professional Services is uniquely positioned to implement this solution.
As the premier services organization for successfully implementing and realizing OpenText
solutions, OpenText Professional Services offers the Smart Migration FasTrak services
package to accelerate your organization’s time to value.
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Beyond FasTrak
While the FasTrak package is designed on best practices and
will fit most customers’ foundational requirements, there are
situations when additional services may be required. The OpenText
Professional Services team is ready to assist with expanded
requirements to accommodate your organization’s need for:
•

Application portfolio analysis of multiple legacy systems

•

Data encryption and masking

•

Data analysis, design, and archive from multiple legacy
systems

OpenText Professional Services is best positioned to deliver our
smart data migration solution to your migration and decommissioning initiative and is committed to your success.
For more information about effectively migrating your data, please
visit: OpenText Data Migration Services
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